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Noted for their energetic live shows and outlandish science fiction -themed aesthetic in which the members
claimed to be aliens from a distant planet. In , Supernova received significant exposure when their song
"Chewbacca" - a mostly instrumental piece featuring the band members growling like Wookiees - was
featured in the successful independent comedy Clerks and its respective soundtrack. The release of the album
was followed by extensive touring as the band joined the line-up of the inaugural Vans Warped Tour in ,
spending the remainder of the decade regularly touring with such notable Orange County bands like The
Aquabats and Reel Big Fish , as well as opening for bands including The Buzzcocks , Dick Dale , The
Presidents of the United States of America and The Supersuckers. In , Supernova released their second album
Rox , accompanied by another appearance on the Warped Tour in The reviewer described the band as "part of
the wave of bands that brought the spotlight to OC for a bit", summarizing them as "one of the first and best of
the slew of outer-space-themed rock bands". In , Supernova appeared on two episodes of Yo Gabba Gabba! In
August , Jodey Lawrence left Supernova; in a MySpace blog announcing his departure, the band facetiously
explained that Lawrence had decided to become a "full-time Earthling". Former Aquabats guitarist and
longtime Supernova fan Corey Pollock was recruited as a temporary replacement, though immediately
following his first show with the band, it was announced that Pollock would become a permanent member,
retaining his Aquabats stage name of "Chainsaw". Current era â€”present [ edit ] Since , Supernova had
announced plans to record a new studio album, with at least two new songs, "Poodle" and "Whiffle Bat",
having been written and performed at live shows. Band mythology and live shows[ edit ] Supernova in
spaceman regalia. One day in , their sun exploded in a supernova and the Cynotions were forced to flee the
planet. Entitled Last In Space: A Show for Kids? The band members most often entered the stage wearing
shiny silver jumpsuits and custom-made space helmets, removing the latter to frequently reveal bizarre
hairstyles or facial hair. Fans were encouraged to wear tin foil to Supernova shows - with most venues offering
ticket discounts for those who did - and, at the insistence of the band, attempt to pelt the members in the face
with foil balls during the show. Mitchell often incited mass foil attacks by frequently making the
often-disputed claim that he had never been successfully hit in the face. Rock Star dispute[ edit ] In , CBS
premiered the second season of their reality television series Rock Star , in which contestants compete to
become the lead singer of a new band featuring established musicians. The band which was created for the
season, including musicians Tommy Lee , Jason Newsted and Gilby Clark , was to be named " Supernova ".
On 27 June , the members of the Orange County Supernova filed a lawsuit against CBS, Mark Burnett and
Rockstar Entertainment, seeking compensatory and punitive damages , as well as trademark protection of the
"Supernova" name and the destruction of all Rock Star materials bearing the name "Supernova". One of the
primary pieces of evidence was a MySpace message from Rock Star producer Butch Walker in which he notes
that the defendants had been informed of the existence of a prior Supernova, but decided to proceed anyway.
On 12 September , the judge ruled in favor of the original Supernova, granting their request for a preliminary
injunction. The injunction kept the producers and musicians of Rock Star from performing, recording, or
selling merchandise under the name "Supernova" pending the outcome of the lawsuit.
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